Dear Colleagues,

March 2020 issue of Gülhane Medical Journal includes interesting articles of different disciplines that cover updated and scientifically valuable topics. Gülhane Medical Journal has changed the publication house and the online design with the new year and continues the way with passion as the previous years. This issue includes eleven articles. Nine of these articles are original researches and two of them are case presentations.

Our journal welcomes articles from all over the world and we are proud to publish them as strong contributors to the literature. Our journal is not a branch-specific journal so that it allows us to include articles from different disciplines. In this issue we include articles about; Gynaecology, Radiation Oncology, Physical Therapy and Rehabilitation, Neurology, Emergency Medicine also Dentistry and Nursing. The presented cases are rare and very interesting ones that would lead new point of views and treatment options.

Current medical news point an important infection. Nowadays, many countries are strongly struggling with Corona Virus that caused many deaths and severe health problems. Hope curable solutions would be found for this serious viral infection and also vaccines would be developed soon.

As Nelson Mandela said, ‘Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world’. We would like to thank all authors for their precious contributions, the editors and reviewers for their valuable efforts and also the publisher for their interesting new design. Hope to receive more and more valuable articles for the upcoming issues.
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